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Abstract 

Developing with Model Driven Architecture is nowadays widely used starting with a CIM that can be transformed to 

models of low abstraction (PIM, PSM) that can be used to generate the code. The CIM represents the highest level of 

abstraction of the approach which allowing modeling system’s requirement. However, there is no standard method to 

build this type of model or how to transform it to lower level of abstraction (PIM) which is considered the final 

objective of building such model. 

This paper provides an approach to build the CIM that can be transformed (semi-) automatically later to lower levels 

of abstraction in PIMs.  Thereby, the proposed architecture represents both the static and dynamic view of the system 

based on the business process model. Meanwhile, the PIM level is represented by the Domain Diagram class and 

Sequence Diagram of Systems External behavior. Thus, the proposal helps bridging the gap between those that are 

experts about the domain and its requirements, and those that are experts of the system design and development.      

Keywords: CIM to PIM transformation; MDA; software process; 

 

1. Introduction 

The model driven architecture (MDA) [1] is an approach for software development that was initiated by the Object 

Management Group (OMG) in 2001. MDA proposes a Y cycle development and promotes the use of models 

different levels of abstraction [1]:  

• Computation Independent Model (CIM): A CIM does not show details of the structure of systems. A CIM is 

sometimes called a domain model and a vocabulary that is familiar to the practitioners of the domain in 

question. 

• Platform Independent Model (PIM): A PIM exhibits a specified degree of platform independence so as to be 

suitable for use with a number of different platforms of similar type. 

• The Platform-Specific Model (PSM) combines the platform independent model with an additional focus on 

the detail of the use of a specific platform by a system. 

• The code that represent the final implementation of the solution in the target platform.  

Another important issue in MDA approaches is transformation among those models. The concept of OMG’s MDA 

process to transform higher levels (CIM, PIM) into lower levels (PIM, PSM) that are used to create implementation 

code. Transformation of a model is a process when one model is a source, converted into another model – destination 

with the use of certain transformation rules.  

Since till now, almost designs approaches are based on the PIM level of MDA, the biggest emphasize is put on PIM 

to PSM transformation in both ways. There are various CASE tools presented as MDA tools that automate this 

transformation in a great manner. CIM to PIM transformation is not mentioned often by OMG and as this can be of a 

great help for business analysts and domain experts we have decided to focus on this higher level of MDA. CIM is 

the level that does not display details of the information system but it specifies activities that are being processed in 

this system. In other words this level represents business processes of the organization for which the system will be 

developed.  

In this paper we present a methodology for modeling the CIM level based on the Business process model (BPM) 

using the Business Process Model Notation (BPMN). We propose also a model transformation to map this CIM to a 

PIM with a low level of abstraction. The approach proposes architecture for both the CIM and PIM levels. The CIM 

is represented by the BPM and use case model allowing thus to represent the functional, behavioral and static views 
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of the system. This architecture allows an easy semi-automatic transformation to PIM models. This last one is 

represented by two models: the Sequence diagram of system’s external behavior (SDSEB) and the Domain Class 

Diagram (DCD) for the behavioral and static views respectively. 

The reminder of the paper is structured as follow: The next section gives an overview on the CIM level and its 

transformation to PIM and introduces the relevant related works to this topic. Section 3, presents the proposed 

architecture for the CIM level and how it can be modeled using the BPM expressed with the BPMN notation. After 

that, section 4 introduces the architecture of the PIM level and the Business rules that is used to complete the Domain 

class diagram. Then section 5 presents how each element of the CIM level will be mapped to the PIM level. An 

example is given to illustrate the proposal. Before to conclude this work section 6 presents an evaluation of the 

proposal based on a case study of e-commerce web site and criterion evaluation. 

 

2. Background and related works 

The OMG describes different levels and their relations but it does not specify how to create these abstract levels and 

which exact models and notations to use for their representation and how to transform them from one to another. 

Transformation of CIM to PIM is not considered as a simple mapping from one model to another through a model 

transformation language rules. Indeed, the main raison of the fails of IT projects bellows to requirement 

understanding and specification. Therefore it is necessary to remind the reader that before the CIM to PIM 

transformation we have to actually transform the organization processes of the enterprise based on the business 

analyses or the domain expert of the institution into the CIM model. According to MDA principles, the main 

characteristic of such CIM is its capabilities to be transformed later to a PIM. However, his capability is 

discriminated by the chosen architecture of CIM. 

Furthermore, many software architects understand that CIM level and its following transformation to PIM is the first 

step to quality design of complex information system.  Nevertheless, this importance is underestimated and almost of 

the research concentrates on PIM to PSM transformation and PSM to code generation. When solving the CIM to 

PIM transformation it is necessary to understand that activities and processes on CIM level represent business reality 

and further levels are necessary for the system’s development. CIM analytic model describes all the activities, 

manual and half automatic therefore it is necessary to do reengineering or redesign of existing processes. 

Creation of CIM level is not unified now and does not use unified standard but it is assumed that this level is 

represented by the model of business processes [2], [3].  According to [2] the transformation CIM to PIM is 

presented like disciplined approach. It uses UML2 activity diagrams which model the business processes. It is 

modelled like the user’s tasks. From detailed activity diagrams, system requirements are specified. From the model 

of requirement elements the system components are created. Finally, a set of business archetypes helps to transform 

the system components to the PIM layer in details. In [3] there is presented an approach in which CIM level is 

represented by business processes in BPMN notation. Various UML Use Cases which present some part of 

information system are obtained from business processes using Query/View/Transformation (QVT) [5] rules. In [4], 

an approach is represented where the features and components are adopted as the key elements of CIM and PIM 

building and responsibilities as the connectors between features and components to facilitate CIM to PIM 

transformation. 

In [6] presented a possible solution for CIM modelling and then transform it to PIM using the analytic method of 

transformation. In that paper CIM level represented by Data Flow Diagram (DFD) that it is used for business process 

modelling. 

While, in [2] proposed a disciplined approach for transformation of CIM into PIM. In this paper, CIM includes 

Business Process Model and requirement model. First Business Process modelled using an activity diagram then 

activity diagram details for specifying a system requirement. In [7] presented an approach for transforming CIM into 

PIM where the CIM level is represented by a secure business process in BPMN [8]. 

In this paper we present an approach for CIM to PIM transformation where the CIM level is represented by the BPM 

and use case model whereas the PIM level is represented using the SDSEB and DCD. The main advantage of the 

proposed architecture of both CIM and PIM levels is that it allows representing a complete view of the system 

including the static, functional and behavioural. Thus, the transformation and the understanding of the problem are 

assumed easily. 
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The proposal completes our previous works [33, 34, 35, 36] that subscribe in global approach that aims automating 

the whole development process. Indeed, the generated SDSEB and DCD are used later in [34] to generate the 

sequence diagram of system’s internal behaviour that can be considered as design PIM. This SDSIB is used to 

generate later in [35] a PSM for the java platform and generate the executable code. 

 

3. CIM modelling: 

CIM does not have any information about models or artifacts that are used for the implementation of the system. It 

describes the environment in which the system operates and aid to recognize what it is been expected of this system. 

It is useful for the analysts on the top level (business analysts, domain experts or domain users of the system) to 

understand the problems that must be implemented. Thereby, CIM plays an important role in passing the gap among 

specialists for domain (business and domain experts) and specialists for design and development of the system 

(software analysts). In MDA specification the requirements on CIM should have relations to PIM and PSM 

construction and vice versa. 

3.1  CIM architecture 

A CIM shows the environment of the software and its requirements in a way that can be understood by domain 

experts. The CIM is often referred to as the domain model and is specified using the vocabulary of the domain's 

practitioners and the stakeholders [1].  

The first question before thinking to build the CIM is what must be represented in this level? In [9] is mentioned that 

Regarding CIM, there are two topics: First one is business model [10] and the second is the system requirements 

[11]. Some researchers position both models representing business knowledge and system requirements at the CIM 

level [12]. Moreover, the main objective of building the CIM is to be transformed later to a lower level of abstraction 

in a PIM. Therefore, this CIM must represent both the behavior and static aspect of the system. The behavior aspect 

can be represented by Business process model- BPM that can be represented using three modeling techniques: Data 

Flow Definition-DFD, UML (activity diagram), and Business process Modeling Notation-BPMN.  

Giving that, requirements should be modeled in CIM and that many software development processes are use case 

driven approach, software requirements are represented using “use cases”. However, a use case diagram presents 

what the system is intended to do, without providing more details about the business process that remains necessary 

to pass the gap between the domain experts and software developers. Thus a business process model would be useful 

for this aim. Indeed, Jacobson [13] defines a UML use case as: ‘…a sequence of actions, including variants that the 

system can perform, and that yield an observable result of value to a particular actor’. According to this definition, a 

use case consists of activities (or actions), which are ordered in some way, are sequential and are aimed at delivering 

a particular result. Meanwhile, a simple UML use case diagram represents only the functionalities that will be 

performed by the future system. Therefore, we propose for representing the CIM to use a business use-case model 

which is a model of the business’s intended functions that consists of business actors and business use cases, and the 

business process model that will represents the detailed behavior of each use case as well as the static aspect of the 

system that is considered necessary to build a transformable CIM. The BPM will be built using the BPMN that 

allows representing both dynamic aspect through processes, sub-processes, tasks… and the static aspect through data 

object used to perform each task or process. A BPM shows how the business use cases are “performed” in terms of 

interacting business workers and business entities. 

Furthermore, According to Larman [14], this definition of the use cases deals with the definition of an EBP: ‘a use 

case should specify the actor-system interactions of an EBP’, that can be represented in the BPM using the sub-

process element in the BPMN notation. Also, Larman [14] and Jacobson [15] have recommended writing use cases 

with activity diagrams. This technique has also been successfully experimented for several years by different 

practitioners [16]. 

Hence, the proposed architecture for CIM level will be represented by two models: the use case model that represents 

the functional aspect of the system that will represent the business actors and business functionalities that are 

intended to be realized; the second model is the Business process model that will represents both the behavior and 

static aspect that will represents the different activities necessary to model businesses and resource used by those 

activities enabling thus the capability of transforming this CIM to a low level of abstraction in the PIM level. Figure 

1 below illustrates the proposed architecture for the CIM. 
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3.2 Business Process Modelling 

A Business Process can be defined as a set of one or more linked procedures or activities which collectively realize a 

business objective or policy goal, normally within the context of an organizational structure defining functional roles 

and relationships.  

Process modeling is widely used within organizations as a method to increase awareness and knowledge of business 

processes, and to deconstruct organizational complexity [17]. It is an approach for describing how businesses 

conduct their operations and typically includes graphical depictions of at least the activities, events/states, and 

control flow logic that constitute a business process [18], [19]. Additionally, process models may also include 

information regarding the involved data, organizational/IT resources, and potentially other artifacts such as external 

stakeholders and performance metrics, to name just a few [20].  

Hence the modeling of business processes is becoming increasingly popular. Both experts in the field of Information 

Technology and Business Engineering have concluded that successful systems start with an understanding of the 

business processes of an organization. Furthermore, business processes are a key factor when integrating an 

enterprise [21]. Indeed, according to a survey of IT executives conducted by the Standish Group [25], only 29% of 

software projects succeeded, while 53% were challenged and 18% completely failed. As pointed out by these IT 

executives, the primary reason for software projects being challenged or failing is poor conceptual modeling 

(requirements’ definition). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Proposed architecture for the CIM level. 

BPM is the representation of a business process in a form that supports automated manipulation, such as modeling, 

or enactment by a workflow management system. The process definition consists of a network of activities and their 

relationships, criteria to indicate the start and termination of the process, and information about the individual 

activities, such as participants, associated IT applications and data, etc. Generally, a business process model includes 

concepts that combine three following basic descriptive views [22]:  

• Functional View:  The functional view is focused on activities as well as on entities that flow into and out of 

these activities.  This view is often expressed by Data Flow Diagrams [23].  

• Behavioural View:  The behavioural view is focused on when and/or under what conditions activities are 

performed.  This aspect of the process model is often based on various kinds of State Diagrams or 

Interaction Diagrams.  More sophisticated approaches based on the theory of Petri Nets are convenient for 

systems that may exhibit asynchronous and concurrent activities [24].  The behavioral view captures the 

control aspect of the process model.  It means that the direction of the process is defined on current state of 

the system and event that occurs.  

Functional view Behavioral view Static view 

 

Computation Independent Model (CIM) 
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• Structural View:  The structural view is focused on the static aspect of the process.  It captures objects that 

are manipulated and used by a process as well as the relationships that exist among them.  These models are 

often based on the Entity-Relation Diagrams or any of the Object Diagrams that are used by the various 

kinds of Object Oriented Methods. 

A BPM describes the activities (the dynamic aspect) and the objects (the actors, the resources required), the products 

or services resulting from the activity required for their realization (the static aspect).  In this proposal we propose 

represent those three views in one diagram using the BPMN notation. 

The modeling of business processes often starts with capturing high-level activities and then drilling down to lower 

levels of detail within separate diagrams. There may be multiple levels of diagrams, depending on the methodology 

used for model development. However, BPMN is independent of any specific process modeling methodology. In this 

high level process, we find basically a series of Sub-Processes with nodes decisions. The sub-process can be defined 

as an Elementary Business Processes (EBPs) that represent the down level that we are not interested to decompose 

any further. An EBP is defined as “A task performed by one person in one place at one time, in response to a 

business event, which adds measurable business value and leaves the data in a consistent state” [26]. It corresponds 

to a well-defined and well-delimited user’s task, based on the chronology of events and activities. It also identifies 

the business entities required by the task. Business entities encompass both resources used and objects created by the 

activity. Thus, the process is decomposed into a collection of EBPs which are related according to a workflow 

specifying the handing over of the tasks from one actor to another.  

The BPM can also used to represent the lowest level abstraction of sub-process. In this diagram we find the tasks that 

are organized also in work flow with nodes decisions inducing objects/resource used or created by the task. While, 

the Figure 2 below shows an example of high level process for passing an online exam, the Figure 3 show expand 

sub-process that represent the lowest level process of the sub-process “Pass exam”. Figure 4 shows the complete 

business process model with both high and lowest level of process for the passing online exam. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: A high level process for an online exam case study. 
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Figure 3: A lower level process for the Pass exam sub-process in the passing online exam case study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Detailed Business process model for passing online exam case study. 

 

3.3 BPMN 

The membership of the Business Process Management Initiative (BPMI) Notation Working Group represents a large 

segment of the business process modeling community, and they have come to a consensus and present The Business 

Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) as the standard business process modeling notation.  

The BPMN is the new standard to model business process flows and web services that provides a notation that is 

readily understandable by all business users including the business analysts that create the initial drafts of the 

processes to the technical developers responsible for implementing the technology that will perform those processes. 

BPMN specifies a single business process diagram, called the Business Process Diagram (BPD) that it is easy to use 

and understand. You can use it to quickly and easily model business processes, and it is easily understandable by 

non-technical users (usually management). It also, offers the expressiveness to model very complex business 

processes, and can be naturally mapped to business execution languages. 

To model a business process flow, you simply model the events that occur to start a process, the processes that get 

performed, and the end results of the process flow. Business decisions and branching of flows is modeled using 

gateways. A gateway is similar to a decision symbol in a flowchart. Furthermore, a process in the flow can contain 

sub-processes, which can be in an expanded form that shows the process details of a lower-level set of activities. If a 

process is not decomposed by sub-processes, it is considered a task – the lowest-level process. A ‘+’ mark in the 

process symbol denotes that the process is decomposed (Figure 2); if it doesn’t have a ‘+’ mark, it is a task (Figure 

3). 
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4.  PIM modelling 

PIM level shows certain level of independence in such a way that models that are represented there are suitably 

chosen for use in various platforms. PIM describes information system, but hides details in usage of concrete 

technology. PIM creates specification for required services of the information system without technical platform 

dependent details. 

4.1 PIM architecture 

A complete PIM should describe two aspects of a system: Structure and Behavior. The structure (or static) aspect 

emphasizes the static structure of the system using classes, objects, attributes, operations, relationships, etc., while 

the behavior (or dynamic) aspect emphasizes the dynamic behavior of the system by showing interactions among 

objects, etc. 

In the proposal to represent the PIM level we proposes to use the domain class diagram that shows the static aspect 

of the system and the sequence diagram of system’s external behavior-SDSEB that is a UML sequence diagram that 

shows only interactions between actors and the whole system as unique entity which is represented by one lifeline 

without focusing on system objects interactions, it represents a high level of interaction. The domain class diagram is 

obtained based on the business rules. The SDSEB is transformed later into other PIM with low level of abstraction 

that will represent detailed interactions between system objects called the Sequence diagram of system’s internal 

behavior (SDSIB). This last transformation is presented in our previous work [34]. The Figure 5 illustrates the 

proposed architecture for the PIM level. 

4.2 Business rules 

Business rules have been defined as ‘declarations of policy or conditions that must be satisfied’ [27], and their role is 

to determine how operational decisions within an organization must be made. In other words, business rules specify 

how businesses is conducted in an organization and what are the constraints to be respected in the different activities. 

Business rules are not "process" in any sense of the word. Roger Burlton recently expressed the business rule 

message this way: "Separate the flow from the know". Business rules represent the "know" part of that the stuff that 

guides the "flow." Guidance means following rules, of course, hence the name "business rules". 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Proposed architecture for the PIM level. 

The term ‘business rule’ has been used by different methodologists in different ways. In [28], business rules are 

‘statements of goals, policies, or constraints on an enterprise’s way of doing business’. In [29], they are defined as 

‘statements about how the business is done, i.e. about guidelines and restrictions with respect to states and processes 

in an organization’. Mitchell Krammer [30] considers them as programmatic implementations of the policies and 

practices of a business organization. Whilst Halle states that ‘Depending on whom you ask, business rules may 

Platform Independent Model 

 
 

Business rules 

Domain class diagram 
Sequence diagram of system’s 

external behavior 
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encompass some or all relationship verbs, mathematical calculations, inference rules, step-by-step instructions, 

database constraints, business goals and policies, and business definitions’ [31]. 

The Business Rules Group (BRG) classifies business rules into three main types: structural assertions, action 

assertions, and derivations [32]. 

• Structural assertion is a statement about concept or relationship of something of importance to the business. 

There are two kinds of structural assertions i.e. terms and facts. A term is a word or phrase, which has a 

specific meaning to business. A fact asserts an association between two or more terms. 

• Action assertion is concerned with the dynamic aspect of the business. It includes a conditional action, 

integrity constraints, and optional actions. 

• Derivation is a derived fact that is created by an inference or a mathematical calculation from terms, facts, 

other derivations, or action assertions.  

In this proposal we are interested to build the static aspect of the system by creating the Domain class diagram, 

therefore we will focus only on the Structural assertion type of the business rules that defines the structure, 

relationship and the integrity constraints on the data. This type of BR is based on two important concepts: Term and 

Fact. A term is a word, phrase, or sentence(s) which has a specific meaning for the business. Terms may be written 

as '<term> is defined as…'.  Facts are used for asserting an association between two or more terms 'fact relating 

term'. Facts connect things in the business. How terms like 'vendor' and 'supplier' related to each other in the phrase 

"vendor supplies material" and "each supplier must have an address" are business rules. Facts cause a business term 

to take on roles in the business (the vendor takes on the role of supplier). Expressions like 'x <connecting verb> y'; 'k 

contains z', 'y is a type of l' are expressing facts relating terms.  

We propose to use a template based on Business rules of business domain to express the business rules that can be 

transformed later even semi-automatically to deduce the structure of the system and generate principally the domain 

class diagram. The template use a subset of a natural language (both syntactically and vocabulary-wise) to minimize 

ambiguities.  

The proposed template to express these business rules is illustrated in the Table 1. We have used a template in the 

form of structured English based on the concept of fact and term. 

Table 1: The proposed template to express businesses rules. 

Template Example of Business rules 

Term Exam, Student, Response 

Fact Pass, own, use 

<Term> <Fact><term> The student passes an exam 

The student answer questions 

<Term> is characterized by its <Term>, 
<Term>,… 

An exam is characterized by a date of exam, a 
duration and a set of questions 

<Term>  belongs to one/many <Term> An exam belong to one category 

<Term> <fact> many/a/an/number <term> A question has four Reponses 

<term> may/can be a <term1> or <term2> An exam can be Multiple Choice Question or a 
direct questions  

<term> has number/ is  types:<term1>, <term2>, 
<term3>… 

An exam has two types : Multiple Choice 
Question , direct questions 

 

5. CIM to PIM transformation 

In the transformation from a CIM to a Platform Independent Model (PIM) the purpose of the models change and the 

focus is on the computational complexity that is needed to describe the behavior and structure of the software. The 

PIM is then transformed into a Platform Specific Model (PSM) which is a concrete solution to the problem as 

specified by the CIM. The PSM will include information about which programming language(s) to use and what 

hardware to deploy the executable code on. 
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The Figure 6 below illustrates the proposed approach with the architecture for both the CIM and PIM levels as well 

as the performed CIM to PIM transformation. 

5.1 High level BPM to Use case model 

In this level we are interested to express the functional view of the system that can be modeled through the use case 

model. This can be easily done by focusing on collapsed sub-process in the high level BPM. However, before to start 

mapping those sub-processes we can distinguish, from the point of view how the activities are executed, three kinds 

of activities:  

• Manual – pure human based.  No computer resources are needed.  The human resource executes the activity 

based on directions associated with it.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: The proposed approach for the CIM building and its transformation to PIM 

 

• Semi-Automatic – human activity is supported by an external application.  The activity has associated not 

just directions but also the code that is executed by the actor.  This code migrates to the actor’s computer 

where it is executed using instances associated with the activity.  For example, the activity Car Selection 

uses the application that searches in a database of car manufacturer.  The list of available models is 

displayed to the Salesman and Customer.  

• Automatic – pure computer based.  No human resources are needed.  The activity has code associated.  The 

code uses instances and it is executed immediately.  The code is executed on the same computer as the 

workflow engine is running. 

 
 

 

 

 

Objects, resource involved 
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BR1- An exam is composed of 

questions 

BR2- Each question has four 
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CIM level 
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We can see that only automatic and semi-automatic activities will be programmed, the manual one is totally 

performed by human actor and cannot be programmed. 

The table 2 below presents the detailed mapping rule for transforming the HLBPM elements to UCM elements.  

According to Larman [14], the definition of use case deals with the definition of sub-process or EBP. Thereby, each 

collapsed sub-process is transformed to a use case in the use case model except the manual process that will not be 

developed. The associate actor is represented by the swimlane within the pool where the sub-process is executed. 

This actor is the one who triggered the activity and it will be considered as the principal one. Secondary actors can be 

deduced from the expanded sub-process model corresponding to the collapsed sub-process. All the represented 

swimlanes in this diagram will be considered as secondary actors. 

If there is a based data gateway to control the flow in a process between two activities this will be mapped with 

“extend” relation between those use cases corresponding to those activities. The condition of the extension point will 

be defined by the guard condition of the gateway. 

Applying those mapping rules on the passing on line exam case study presented in Figures 2, 3 and 4 gives as results 

the use case model presented in Figure 7. The HLBPM of this case study presents three sub-processes: Login, Pass 

exam and view score that are mapped to uses cases in the UCM. The principal actor is the Student that corresponds 

to the unique swimlane present in the same diagram. The LLBPM presented in Figure 2 does not involve any 

supplement actor; thereby there will be no secondary actor for those uses cases. 

Table 2: Mapping rules for HLBPM to UCM 

Element in HLBPM Corresponding element in UCM 

Sub-process Use case 

Swimlane in HLBP Principal actor 

Swimlane in LLBP Secondary actor 

Sub-process within swimalne Association between use case and actor 

A based gateway between two activities sb1 and 

sb2 

Extends association between the corresponding use case: 
sb2 extends sb1 

Two activities sb1 and sb2 in same flow and there 
is only this unique flow to this activity sb2 

Include association between corresponding use cases : 
sb2 includes sb1 

 

5.2 Lower level BPM to SDSEB 

The sequence diagram of system’s external behavior shows the dynamic view of the system even in high level of 

abstraction. This one can be obtained from the lower level BPM that capture the same dynamic of the system and 

that is built using the BPMN notation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: The use case model corresponding to the passing on line exam. 
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From the use case model we can get the principal actor and the secondary actors involved in the use case. LLBPM 

will allow getting all the actions and messages sent from those actors and the corresponding system’s response. Each 

swimlane is mapped to an actor. While, each task performed by the actor is transformed to an action or message sent 

to the system (choose exam, respond a question). 

Each task performed by the system and that performs a calculation or validation activity will be transformed to an 

internal message in the system (validate response). Meanwhile, each task performed by the system that performs a 

display activity or asking for information from the actor will be mapped to a response sent from the system to the 

actor (show score, display question). 

If there is an exclusive gateway based on data, the successful flows will be represented in the SDSEB and the other 

flows will be considered as an alternative scenario. Otherwise, if the secondary flow is terminated with error or 

cancelation message it will be considered as error scenario. Both alternative and error scenario are represented in the 

SDSEB with notes. If the flow returns to a previous task then the messages and their response corresponding to those 

tasks will be enclosed in LOOP interaction operand (display question, and respond to question). Collapsed sub-

processes are mapped with REF interaction operand to the use case corresponding to this sub-process. Figure 8 

shows the resulting SDSEB by applying the proposed mapping rules in Table 3. 

Tbale 3: Mapping rules for LLBPM to SDSEB 

Element in LLBPM Corresponding element in SDSEB 

Swimlane in HLBP Principal actor 

Swimlane in LLBP Secondary actor 

Task performed by actor Message sent to system 

Task performed by the system for calculation or 

validation 

Internal message  

Task performed by the system for 

getting/displaying  information from/for actor 
Response from the system to the actor 

Flow of activities after an exclusive gateway   Successful flow is mapped to actions/responses. 
While, other flows that terminate process correctly are 
mapped to alternative scenario, floes that terminate 
process with errors or cancelation are mapped to error 
scenario. 
Both errors and alternative are represented by notes.  

Flow that returns to previous task  A Loop interaction operand 

Sub-process A REF interaction operand 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: The resulting SDSEB for the case study. 

5.3 Business rules to DCD 

We have already the objects and resources used in different task in the LLBPM of different Sub-processes of the case 

study (see Figure 9). Those Input/output data objects are considered as terms and are mapped to classes in the DCD. 

Those objects can be completed with the different terms and fact deduced from the business rules according to the 
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mapping rules presented in Table 4 below. 

Table 4: Mapping rules for the business rules. 

Expression Signification 

Nouns, roles, concepts are considered as terms =>Class  

This, these, that , those, … and synonyms same term 

Its, his, her, their… express a relation between two concepts . the term is an 
attribute of the owner term if it is a simple property 
(atomic) , or it is a class if it is not simple. 

List , set of : an ordered constrains in OCL 

The verbs belongs, composed, contains, 

include… 

is considered as a fact that means an association of 
composition or aggregation. 

Many, a, an, any, several, a lot of, one, numbers, 
plural … 

multiplicity in an association. 

Is .. Or.. , may/can  be .. or …, express a generalization/specialization relationship 

While, the Terms become entities/objects (or tables on a database) or attributes/properties (database columns), facts 

are represented as associations, subtypes (subclass), roles, aggregates, and attributes.  Table 4 below presents how 

DCD’s elements are deduced from the BR. 

Examples of some businesses rules for the passing on line exam case study: 

BR1- A student passes many exams 

BR2-An exam is characterized by a code, date of exam, and scale 

BR3- An exam is composed of questions 

BR4-Each question has four answers choice 

BR5-Each answer choice has a status of validity 

BR6-The student choose a response for each question 

BR7-A student is characterized by its first and last name, and address. 

BR8-A student has an account 

BR9-The account is characterized by a login and password 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: The input/output data object involved in the SDSEB for the case study. 

The BR1 allows determining the classes Student and Exam that associated with pass association and the BR2 

determine attributes of the Exam class (code, date, scale). Meanwhile, BR3 specifies that an aggregation association 

between exam and Question, another class of domain. 

BR 4, 5 and 6 specify that a question is associated to four responses and response has an attribute validity that 

determines either the answer is correct or not. The Student is associated with question with an answer association 

that associates the student, question and the chosen answer. 

While BR 7 determines some Student’s attribute: first name, last name. Address is considered as Class because it is 

not a simple property (atomic), BR9 defines a new Class Account with two attributes: login and password; and BR8 

associate it with Student class. 

Figure 10 below presents the resulting DCD for the passing online exam case study 
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Figure 10: The resulting Domain class diagram for the case study. 

 

6. Evaluation 

The evaluation is performed by the case study that is introduced to illustrate the proposal. The second evaluation is a 

criterion based one.  

6.1 Case study: e-Commerce web site 

To evaluate the approach we propose to use a complex case study that knows an important business workflow 

therefore the choice of the e-commerce web site case study.  

6.1.1 Case study:  

Any surfer on web can access to the web site and search for product of different categories (Book, informatics….) 

and collect them in its cart. He can manage this cart at any time to add/remove products or to change the quantity of 

items. When he is convinced he can check out the order and pay the command that will be shipped to his address. 

Web Surfer must login with their account or subscribes if it is their first visit for the web site. 

6.1.2 Business Process model 

To implement the proposed approach for the chosen case study we start with high level sub-process business model 

represented in Figure 11 that is a set of collapsed sub-process organized in work flow and represented using the 

BPMN notation.  

For an example we have chose two collapsed sub-processes check out and payment that were detailed with a Lower 

level business model that represents a expanded sub-process with a set of task organized in workflow controlled by a 

set of gateways. Figures 12 and 13 show those two diagrams. 
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Figure 11 : Collapsed sub-process for the e-commerce case study. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12 : Expanded sub-process checkout. 
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Figure 13 : Expanded payment sub-process. 

Applying the mapping rules proposed to generate the UCM, we can identifiy the folwing use cases : subscribe, 

search an item, add item to cart, manage cart, login, checkout, check order status, review order, prepare order for 

shipping. The sub-processes : “receive order”, “ship order” and “deliver order” are manual therfore thy will not be 

mapped to a use case. We can also identify two actors : Customer and Clerk and a secondary actor for the payment 

use case : the bankin system. Figure 14 illustrates the generate use case model. 

 
Figure 14 : Use case model for the e-commerce case study. 

6.1.3 Resource and data object 

From the lower level business process model we can deduce the involved resourecs or data objects in each activity. 

The Figure 15 presents those entities. 
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Figure 15: Resources used in activities 

6.1.4 Generating the SDSEB corresponding to the checkout use case 

From the use case model we can identify the principal actor that is the customer. The lower level BPM does not show 

any supliers secondary actors. We can identify three internals messages: validate shipping adress, check delivery 

mode and save order. The other tasks are transformed to actions/response from/to system. 

The collapsed sub-process payment is mapped to a REF interaction operand for the use case Payement. The Figure 

16 below shows the generated SDESB for the check out use case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16 : Generated SDESB for the check out use case. 

 

6.1.5 Business rules to Domain class diagram 

We will present here the important Businesses rules concerning the case study. 
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BR1-A customer passes many order 

BR2- An Order concerns at least one product 

BR3- An Order has a billing address and a shipping address. 

BR4- Product belongs to one category 

BR5- Product is characterized by a reference, description and a price 

BR6- A Customer is characterized by a code, first name, last name, an email address 

BR7- An order has a Status 

BR8- an Order  is characterized by a date, and reference 

BR9- For each item in the cart we specify the quantity 

BR10- A Customer has an account 

BR11- An account is characterized by a login, password and role. 

BR12- An Order has a payment 

BR13- A payment indicate a Credit Card and a amount 

BR14- A Credit card is characterized by a Number, validity date. 

BR15- An Order has a Shipping mode  

BR16- A Customer can review order 

BR17- A Customer can cancel the order 

In this step we will uses those businesses rules to complete the entities presented in Figure 15. 

From BR 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 we can identify the classes Customer, Order, Address, Product and Category.  The class 

Customer has three properties: Code, first name, last name and email address; and it is associated to the class Order 

with the passes association. The order class is associated with address with two roles: shipping address and billing 

address. The Order is associated also to the Product, which has the attributes: reference, description and price and 

associated to the category class, with the concerns association giving place to the OrdLine association class with 

attribute quantity (BR9). We can also deduce the flowing attributes: reference, date (BR8) and a status (BR7). 

The customer class is associated to the class Account that owns the attributes: login, password and role (BR 10 and 

11). 

From BR 12, 13, 14 and 15 we can identify others classes: Payment, Credit card and shipment mode. The payment 

uses a credit card that has the attributes: number and validity date and it is associated to one order specifying the 

amount pied for the order. The BR 16 and 17 identify two supplement associations between Order and Customer: 

review and Cancel.  

The Figure 17 presents the complete resulting domain class diagram for the whole case study. 

 

6.2 Criterion evaluation 

We evaluate the CIM with respect to two evaluation criteria. The first one is “CIM creation” and the second one is 

“Coverage of CIM”. The evaluation criterion “Coverage of CIM” is derived from the Taxonomy of CIM. Another 

criterion is type of transformation. Also we have tested if the approach proposes a manual, semi-automatic or 

automatic CIM to PIM transformation.  

The table 5 below shows the evaluation of fours approaches and our proposal based on the criteria cited before. The 

comparison of those four approaches was extracted from [37]. We can see that regarding to CIM coverage only the 

approach proposed by the Kheraf covers both aspects Business model and use Case model. Meanwhile, the other 

approaches cover only one aspect of them. 

Regarding the PIM coverage, we can see that two out of four approaches can derive only structural model elements 

(e.g., objects, classes, associations) from CIM. One approach can generate behavioral features of a system (e.g., 

sequence diagrams, state machines, and/or activity diagrams). One approach is capable of generating PIM including 

both structural and behavioral aspects of a system but still requires a total human intervention. We can see that our 
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approach covers both business model and requirement model in the CIM level and furthermore, that it can derive 

both structural and behavioral aspect from this CIM. Thus it is considered as complete approach according to the 

criteria mentioned above. 

 

 

Figure 17: The resulting domain class diagram 

 

Table 5: Criteria based evaluation 

Approaches CIM architecture 

CIM coverage PIM coverage 
Automatio

n 
Business 

model 

Requirement 

model 

Structural Behavioral 

Wei et al. [4]  Feature Model 
 Yes Yes  

Semi- 

automatic 

Kardoš et al. [6]  DFD Yes  Yes Yes Manual 

Kherraf et al. [2]  Activity Diagram  

Use Case Diagram 
Yes Yes Yes  

Manual 

Rodríguez et al. 

[7]  

BPMN 
Yes   Yes 

Semi- 

automatic 

BOUSETTA et al. BPMN 

Use Case Model 

Business rules 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Semi- 

automatic 
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7. Conclusion 

The paper proposes an approach for CIM level modeling and its transformation to a PIM within a model driven 

architecture approach. We have proposed an architecture for CIM modeling that covers functional and behavioral 

view of the system using business process model based on BPMN and requirement model represented by a use case 

model. The CIM is built so it can be transformed later to a PIM that is represented by Domain class diagram that 

represents the static view of a system and SDSEB that represents the behavioral one. The DCD is built using 

businesses rules that were expressed using structured English template. The proposal was evaluated using a case 

study that concerns an e-commerce web site and criteria based evaluation. 

The proposal completes our previous works [33, 34, 35, 36] that subscribe in global approach that aims automating 

the whole development process. Other works to develop a tool that support all the transformations performed in our 

earlier works is undergo.  
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